LIBERAL   REPUBLICANISM
Renouvier starts with the recognition of two complementary
bases of society: the sacredness of the individual and the fact
of human solidarity: each man as an end in, and to, himself,
equipped with the means of realizing that end, with the help
of others if needs be, and if possible. No rational or moral
society is conceivable otherwise : we must help each other,
otherwise there is no society, no association, and " he would
be a poor kind of associate who would not give his partners
all means at his disposal " ; but " no society can be moral
which does not recognize as the basis of all moral order the
individual's conscience, his right, his reason; any other
assumption leads to an arbitrary arrangement of society and
of the whole universe according to the fancy or passions of
philosopher or priest; there is no longer any guarantee of
justice.'* The moral development of the individual, answerable
ultimately to his sole conscience, that is both the basis and the
end of all society, and the sole criterion of its Tightness, moral
progress being the only real form of progress.1
It would be taking us too far afield to explain or defend
Renouvier's insistence on moral, as opposed to material,
scientific, or even intellectual, progress as the sole end of man
and of society. It could be done only by an exhaustive analysis
of his whole philosophy, which is largely a development of
Kantian moralism, and we must be satisfied with the remark
that it is after all difficult to imagine an individualist philoso-
pher being content with any other fundamental assumption. "To
try and explain the events and course of history without seeing
in the observation and violation of the moral law their essential
factor is as absurd as to build up the theory of a planet by
taking into account all possible attractions except that of the
sun."2
Granted this moral test and its inevitable consequence of
individual freedom—for " there can be no morality without the
•
in  La Critique philosopMque.   See Roger Picard,  La PMtosopMe sociale de
Renouvier (1908).
1	" Dans une societe c'est nuire que de ne point aider '* (Science de la
Morale, i., p. 298; ii., p. 117).
2	Gritique philosophique, 1873, ii., p. 22.
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